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Green Belt
Certification
Lean/Six Sigma Green Belts are continuous
improvement professionals focused on
analyzing and solving problems in their
organization. Green Belts may be involved
in some leadership roles, though in most
cases, they operate under the supervision
of certified Black Belts or Master Black Belts
(MBBs) who may serve as mentors.
Gemba Academy’s Green Belt Certification was
created to help Lean and Six Sigma practitioners
take their knowledge to the next level. It
represents a first step toward becoming a Lean
leader, allowing learners to become process
improvement specialists armed with the
right tools and tactics for driving measurable
improvements within an organization.
In these next few sections, we’ll explain
some of the main benefits of earning this
credential, what it entails, and take a look
at what you’ll find on the syllabus.

Who Is This Certification For?
Gemba Academy’s Lean/Six Sigma Green
Belt Certification program is designed
for professionals looking to enhance
their problem-solving skills and develop
a deeper understanding of continuous
improvement strategies. Earning this
credential will help learners master the
skills needed to implement positive
changes within their organization.
Why Earn Your Green Belt Certification
from Gemba Academy?
Earning a Lean/Six Sigma Green Belt is
a great first step toward becoming an
advanced Lean and Six Sigma practitioner.
This certification is designed to
demonstrate a deep knowledge of
continuous improvement methodologies
and how to implement best practices
in the workplace. Certified Green Belts
are experts in identifying and analyzing
problems and developing solutions that
drive cost savings, quality improvements,
and streamlined workflows.

While users stand to gain many benefits by
earning this credential, here are some of the
more notable examples:
• Refine problem-solving and analytical skills.
• Prepare for career advancement
opportunities/leadership roles.
• Demonstrate credibility within your industry.
• Help your organization improve internal
processes and implement successful
management initiatives.
• Support organizational goals such as
cost-savings, quality improvements, and
the ability to quickly identify root causes
and come up with effective solutions.

For those looking for a program that
includes more advanced concepts, the
Black Belt Certification might be a better
bet. This program includes the same
concepts offered in the Lean/Six Sigma
Green Belt course series, as well as
additional sections focused on developing
mentorship skills and using statistical
analysis to understand and solve problems.
For a comparison of all of Gemba
Academy’s certification programs,
check out the pricing page.
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Prerequisites
There are no prerequisites to enroll in our
Green Belt Certification program.
Candidates with some existing Lean or Six
Sigma knowledge may grasp key concepts
faster than those without any prior experience.
Our program follows a sequential approach,
starting with introductory-level lessons
and gradually introducing more advanced
concepts one step at a time.

GembaAcademy.com
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Gemba Academy’s Lean/Six Sigma Green
Belt Certification Timeline
While our Green Belt Certification program
is completely self-guided, most candidates
end up completing the course in roughly
4-6 months.
The program consists of 21 hours of video
training content, served up in 5-15 minute
segments to maximize learning efficiency,
and includes supplemental materials
like quizzes and templates that help
reinforce key concepts. You’ll also need
to make time for personalized coaching
sessions, completing a custom project, and
preparing for the final exam.
Process for Becoming a Certified Lean/Six
Sigma Green Belt
Now that we’ve walked through the basic
course outline and some of the key benefits
of earning this credential, let’s take a look
at what this process entails.
Working through the course content is a big
part of the certification process, but there’s

more to it than that. Our aim with this
program is to not only prepare learners to
pass a test, but ensure that they walk away
with practical knowledge that helps them
create value in the workplace.
Here’s a look at how we make that happen:
Personal Coaching
Our Green Belt Certification program
offers one-on-one coaching from an expert
practitioner who provides hands-on
guidance using the Kata problem-solving
methodology. While the course content
itself is pre-recorded, you’ll work with real
Lean practitioners available to answer
questions and put lessons in context.

Contact Us
sales@gembaacademy.com
+1 (888) 439-8880

Custom Project
The Lean/Six Sigma Green Belt program
also requires candidates to complete
a custom project that demonstrates
successful implementation of the tools and
methodologies presented throughout the
course. Projects must focus on solving a
real-world problem and be linked to real,
measurable data.

Learners have a full calendar year from the
point of purchase to earn their certification
and can retake the exam as many times as
they like at no additional charge.
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50-Question Exam
Candidates that complete the Green Belt
coursework and project can take the
50-question qualifying exam whenever
they’re ready, and must pass with a score of
80% or higher to earn the credential.
The exam centers around the five
comprehensive topics outlined in the Green
Belt Body of Knowledge, which are:
• Project Selection
• Advanced Analysis & Problem-Solving
• Process Mapping & Inputs Exploration
• Hypothesis Testing & Statistical Analysis
• Control & Continuous Improvement

GembaAcademy.com
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How long does it take to complete the
Green Belt Certification program?
On average, the Gemba Academy Green Belt
Course takes between two and four months
to complete. That said, the program is selfguided, allowing participants to work at
their own pace, so long as they complete the
course within 12 months of purchase.
How do I prepare for the exam?
The best way to prepare for the exam is to
watch the videos included in the course
and complete the quizzes, worksheets, and
templates that reinforce the lessons featured
in each video.
Our video content presents ideas one-byone via short segments that rarely exceed
the 10-minute mark, while supplemental
materials are designed to reinforce new
knowledge and immediately put it to
work. The Six Sigma model is designed
for sequential learning, with each lesson
building on the last.

You’ll gain unlimited access to 155+ lessons,
which you can rewatch if you need a refresh.
We recommend watching each segment at
least twice: once to gain a basic understanding
of key themes and a second time to ensure
a deeper understanding of the concepts and
terminology presented in each lesson.
We also recommend printing out
supplemental resources and organizing them
in a binder you can reference later, as well as
taking each quiz online and checking your
work with the self-grading feature to pinpoint
areas where you may need more practice.
Do I have to work for a company to
complete the Gemba Academy Green Belt
Certification program?
Many organizations pay for candidates to
take this training as it brings value to the
organization; however, there’s no rule in
place that bars learners from pursuing this
certification on their own. In fact, deepening
your continuous improvement skill set can
help you lock down your next opportunity or
build a successful business of your own.

The caveat here is that in order to earn
your credential, you’ll need to complete a
project that has real-world implications.
The reason for this requirement is that we
want participants to walk away with the
knowledge and experience required to apply
these principles on the job. Simulations and
virtual projects, while they have their place,
simply don’t provide the same learning
experiences.
Will Gemba Academy’s Lean/Six Sigma
Green Belt Certification be recognized
in my industry?
Though Gemba Academy’s certifications
aren’t certified by an official accrediting body,
our Lean and Six Sigma Certifications are
recognized by most industries and in a wide
range of countries that span the entire globe.
Our online learning programs and
certifications were developed by leading
continuous improvement experts with years
of experience practicing and implementing
Lean and Six Sigma best practices, as well as
teaching others to do the same.

The lessons learned in this certification
program center on developing a systematic
process for driving positive change in any
environment. Our video-based lessons
are industry-agnostic, designed to work
in any environment from hospitals
and manufacturing plants to logistics
companies, IT firms, and more.
Ready to advance your Lean and Six
Sigma practice? Download the Green Belt
Certification brochure for program details and
pricing. Or, contact an expert to learn more.
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Contact Us
sales@gembaacademy.com
+1 (888) 439-8880
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